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Traction Man meets Turbodog
by Mini Grey

When his father throws his brave pet,
Scrubbing Brush, in the trash and replaces it
with a cleaner toy, Traction Man will have
none of it and so dons an Astro-suit and
ventures into the trash bin to rescue his
beloved pal from the filthy surroundings within and the Evil
Bin Things that live there. 25,000 first printing.

Baloney, Henry P.
by Jon Scieszka

When he is late for szkola again, alien
schoolkid Henry P. Baloney is asked to
explain why by his strict teacher, with a
warning that a bad excuse will put him in
Permanent Lifelong Detention.
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This enthralling sequel to Jumanji follows
brothers Danny and Walter Budwing as they
once again roll the dice in a new game
called Zathura and embark on an
unforgettable journey to a magical realm
that forever changes their lives.
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With his best friend Yamagoo the jellyfish by
his side, Meno, the friendly and fun-loving
space elf, describes his favorite things in all
the world in this easy reader with full-color
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A group of toys, left outside in the garden at
night for the very first time, begins to feel
afraid but the WonderDoll distracts them by
weaving a story of lost toys, space travel
and a strange alien.
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Up and away, a group of curious bunnies set
their sights for the skies above and go on a
grand adventure to space where they
encounter alien bunnies, measure comets,
gather moondust, and more.
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The robot and the bluebird
by David Lucas

Sitting alone atop a pile of rubbish and
yearning for happiness, a sad Robot gets the
best surprise of his life when he offers a cold
Bluebird a place to rest inside his chest
where his heart used to be on a windy, wintry day, in a moving
tale about kindness, generosity, and the beauty of friendship.

Skippyjon Jones-- lost in spice
by Judith Byron Schachner

Determined to prove that the planet Mars is
covered in spicy red pepper, Skippy the kitty
boy ventures on an adventure into space
where he narrowly escapes falling into
craters and meets aliens along the way, in an exciting bilingual
picture book with Spanish phrases.

June 29, 1999

by David Wiesner

A celebrated science-fantasy adventure in
rollicking verse and adorned with
spectacular illustrations stars Holly Evans, a
visionary third grader who attempts to grow
some strange seedlings far above the earth. Reprint.
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